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PROTECT GROUP – MEMBERSHIP & REGULATION
Protect Group offers a unique Membership Programme to clients access to

Protect is the administrator of the programme and manages the refunds

our ground-breaking Refund Protect solution, as well as a range of

through our innovative Platform, with our partners including Insurance

additional benefits.

Providers such as Tokio Marine HCC and Lloyds of London.

Our services will fit easily into your booking flow for customers across all

We continuously invest in regional and global legal advice from our

major global territories and are not treated in the same way as traditional

network of top law firms to ensure our Members are compliant

insurance, meaning no additional regulation or licences are required for the

with all regulations.

sales process.

Protect Group Regional
Office Locations

REFUND PROTECT – MODEL
Refund Protect offers your clients an upgrade on their booking to make
it refundable if the booking/ticket holder(s) can’t attend for a wide range
of reasons. This means they can apply for a refund of 100% of their
transaction value, including booking fees and any extras. Protect Group
handles the entire refund process, paying refunds directly to the

booking holder’s chosen bank account on your behalf.
Your clients’ booking platform will send transactions to our Protect
Platform via API to record each transaction in real-time, whilst booking
holders apply for refunds through a pre-populated online form. Refund
Protect can be offered on all bookings up to a maximum value of GBP
£10,000 per person. (or local currency equivalent).
PARTNERS
TOURS, TRAVEL & HOSPITALITY

All event types including Mass Participation, Conferences, Sports, Airlines, Hotels, Travel & more…

REFUND PROTECT – BENEFITS & COMMERCIALS
BENEFITS FOR THE CLIENTS OF [Pikateck Technologies]

COMMERCIAL

•

Create new ancillary revenue stream

NEW REVENUE FOR YOUR CLIENTS

•

Provide competitive refund & cancellation terms without loss of or risk to

Implementation of Refund Protect will deliver your client NEW Revenue
on bookings and therefore growth in operating margin. Our average
attachment rate is 23% pre-COVID-19 and now, even in the midst of the
Pandemic we are seeing conversion in excess of 50% from some
Members.

revenue
•

Enhance buyer’s purchasing experience & confidence

•

Reduce refund processing, booking holder complaints & chargebacks

•

Increase advance bookings

•

Continuous support from Protect Commercial Team to optimise & maximise

RECOMMENDATION

performance

Our Members usually pass the fee onto their buyers at 8% - 20% to
generate additional revenue. Our Covid-19 Extended Terms rate would
be 6%. Based on your client’s Booking Value of $100 million they would
generate incremental NET revenue of $2.1 million based on an average
rate of 12% and customer adoption (conversion) of 35%.

FOR THEIR END CUSTOMERS
•

Quick & direct refunds within 2-3 days

•

100% transaction is refunded including booking fees and any extras in the
package

•

Broadest set of included refund reasons in the market

•

Increased confidence when purchasing advance bookings

Booking Value

Customer Adoption
Rate (Conversion)

Average Rate
to Customer

Refund
Protect Fee

Incremental
NET Revenue

15%

12%

$900K

$900K

25%

12%

$1.5M

$1.5M

35%

12%

$2.1M

$2.1M

45%

12%

$2.7M

$2.7M

$100 million

REFUNDABLE TERMS & CONDITIONS
PRODUCT TERMS

We understand that terms and conditions
can often be confusing and annoying for
your customers, so Refund Protect
provides the broadest set of refund
reasons on the market, plus extended
consideration for a wide range of
additional “emergency circumstances”
that are unforeseen and outside the
customers' control. Our aim is to improve
your customer experience….

We responded quickly to Covid-19 by
offering our Members' additional Covid-19
related refund reasons.
INCLUDED COVID-19 SCENARIOS

Refund applications since the beginning
of the pandemic have reflected the
global spread of the disease and become
a significant percentage of our refunds;
our additional reasons provide something
highly relevant for your customers.

View terms & conditions

REFUND PROTECT – REFUND PROCESS
Refund Protect will handle the entire refund process for your clients for all refundable sales.
Their booking holders just follow a link in their order confirmation email to an auto-populated
Refund Application form, open for 60 days after the start date of their event.
When the refund application has been submitted, it is processed by our Refund Team within 48
hours. Once validated, we’ll make a direct payment to the booking holder’s bank account in the
original currency the booking holder paid.
Our Refund Team is trained to take a consumer focused approach and encourages booking
holder feedback to continuously improve the service.

REFUND PROTECT – IMPLEMENTATION
Refund Protect can be implemented in one of the following ways:

OPTION A – OPT-IN (20% - 25% customer attachment)

Offer refundable terms as an opt-in checkbox in the checkout. The
placement has “yes” and “no”, so the booking holder has to opt-in to select
the refundable terms.
OPTION B – OPT-OUT (40% - 60% customer attachment)
Offer refundable terms as an opt-out checkbox in the checkout. The
placement has “yes” pre-selected and requires the booking holder to optout of the refundable terms in the checkout.

OPTION C – APPLY TO ALL (100% customer attachment)
The refundable terms are built into the price of every transaction for
all booking holders.

For all of the above, the Refund Protect fee is added onto
the transaction cost and the booking holder pays as normal.
For more information on presentation & wording, please visit
Section 6 of our online API Guide here.

PROTECT GROUP – API INTEGRATIONS & TECHNOLOGY
API INTEGRATIONS
Transactions are sent to the Protect Platform

View our Refund Protect Online API Guide here.

via APIs.
Each API call sends just 12 fields of basic
information enabling us to protect each
transaction in real-time.
Our APIs are simple REST services with UTF-8
encoding and on average takes our Members
less than 2 weeks to integrate.
CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We give you access to your own area of the
Protect

Platform

to

get

continuous

attachment optimisation support from the
Protect Group Commercial team.

4.8 Star Rating

Protect International Limited (“Protect”) is incorporated in England number 12629943. Neither Members of the Protect Programme nor their own customers are insurance customers of Protect nor of
our insurers. The benefits from Protect’s Membership Agreement are made available at our discretion and are subject to certain exclusions.

The Membership Agreement is negotiated, concluded and administered from Protect’s offices in the United Kingdom.

Executive Summary
Thank you for your interest in our products:

AGREED NEXT STEPS

Our ‘Refund Protect’ solution enables your clients to sell upgraded

1.

‘refundable’ bookings at the point of sale to your customers. This is not the

If you are interested in learning more then please inform us
and

we

can

schedule

a

follow

up

call

/

meeting

sale of an insurance product, instead this is simply an enhanced set of T&Cs
offered to upgraded booking holders. This way of operating eliminates the

2.

hassle and cost involved with regulated insurance distribution.
Each time your client sells a refundable booking they effectively sell the
refund liability to Protect Group in return for a fee. This fee is determined by

If you wish to proceed, an Introducer Agreement (contract) will
be sent, reviewed and signed.

3.

You introduce your sales people to Protect Group for further
training.

the coverage level offered (the reasons we’d grant a refund).
If a booking holder successfully claims a refund from Protect Group your

Please contact :

client still retains 100% of the original revenue you received from the
booking, and could, in theory, resell that booking.
We are delighted therefore to include within this proposal:
•

A reminder of Protect Group and our model

•

The options for how the best use Refund Protect to increase your clients’
booking volumes and sales revenues

•

A summary of the coverage level
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